
NOMADS TACTICAL .COM 

 
8480 CR 3408, CHANDLER, TX. 75758  -   NomadsTactical@protonmail.com  -  903-617-9777 

 
ISD / Church / Business Security Training  

Option 1:  NON-Firearms Class:  Active Shooter Awareness  (2-3 hours)   
Option 2:  One day classroom AND Firearms training. (apx 8 hrs) 

Option 3:  3 days – 1 night (20+ hours)   -OR-   6 mornings, 1 evening during summer 
 
 

Classroom Material covered:  (class dependent) 

Situational Awareness, De-escalation, Force Continuum, Deter & Defend, 
 Working with LEO’s, Best Ammo Types, Color Code, OODA Loop, legal authority, 
 Affordable Self-Insuring to remove some liability from the IDS, church or business, 
 Legal / Moral aspect of using Deadly Force, the Combat Mindset,  
 
Range Material covered: (class dependent) 

Stance / Grip, Proper Draw, Trigger Control, Dry practice, Malfunctions, After Actions,  
Proper use of SUL, Controlled Pair, Failure to Stop, Moving while shooting, Engagement Left, Right &     

             Behind, Engaging Multiple Threats, Close Contact Engagement, Off Hand Shooting, One handed  
             malfunction clearing, Door / Room Clearing in our Live Fire Shoot-house, Low / No Light shooting,      
             engaging threats out to 75 yards, Cover & Concealment, non-typical presentation/draw 
 
As of Sept 2022, Nomads Tactical range has more than 440,000 square feet of training space designed and 
built specifically for defensive training.  We are the dominant force in the firearms training community. 
 
Nomads training style creates a unique experience and skill-set that can’t be found through the US Military, 
NRA, TCOLE or TCLEOSE alone.  The training we offer is blended from the best of each of these as well as 
Israeli and Scotland Yard techniques also Front Sight Firearms training facility outside Las Vegas, NV.   Our 
instructors have been trained in each of these disciplines above to create this unique blend that is guaranteed 
to bring each student to a level that is un-paralleled in the US; shooting better than 97% of all gun owners.  
This is not your typical Active Shooter class.  The objective is to Deter it from happening and Defend if it does.  
This class is for the few that are going to STOP it from happening… the Sheepdogs! 
 

 
Your Host, Owner & Director of training: Dennis Weimer 

 
TxDPS Commissioned Security Officer 
Licensed Personal Protection Officer  

School Safety Officer Instructor 
First Responder Instructor  
License to Carry Instructor 

*Distinguished Graduate:  Defensive Handgun 2017,18,19,20,21,22 
 *Distinguished Graduate:  Tactical Handgun 2017,18,19,20,21,22  

*Front Sight Firearms Institute - Las Vegas, NV  

US Federal Firearms Licensed Dealer 
ATF/NFA class III dealer 

NRA Range Safety Officer 
NRA Pistol Instructor 

mailto:NomadsTactical@protonmail.com


 
 
 
 
Nomads specialize in defensive training of individuals and teams of local churches, schools and businesses 
helping them build security plans that are indigenous to their campus. 
 
Candidates must have basic gun handling skills, if not, they will be required to attend my 101 class to prepare 
them for the advance training they will be receiving.  A discounted, additional fee will apply to these students.  
 
All candidates must have their Texas License to Carry (LTC) by law (church safety teams); this offered at a 
discounted rate for each as needed, including support staff. 
 
Candidates must practice what they’ve learned… 50% discount off normal range fees will be extended for as 
long as they are on the church team.  
 
Nomads program includes a site recon at each campus to identify areas of possible concern due to 
understandable complacency.  Formation of a plan will stop issues before they arise.    
 
Option 1.  $400, Active Killer/Safety class for support staff with NO FIREARMS training.  (up to 12 people) 

Option 2:  $250/ person, Classroom & Firearms training. (all day class- skills but no certificate) 

Option 3:  Sheep Dog / Active Killer class:  Site recon, classroom, firearms, night shoot  (20 hours- certified) 

         $1385 for student #1 per campus –(includes site recon AND option 1 above) 

         $875 for each additional firearms student per campus. 
  

                                              THESE PROGRAMS ARE 100% BUSINESS TAX DECUCTIBLE  

 

  

Classes, dates and payments can be tailored to campus availability and budgets.    
                                                              

Nomads Tactical Range & Training Facility 

8480 CR 3408, Chandler, TX 75758 

http://NomadsTactical.com                NomadsTactical@protonmail.com             Dennis:  903-617-9777 
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